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Player: Tour Player Hit
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Date: 20.3.2018
**Path at Impact**

Path: 0.9° right

Path arc impact: 14.5°/m arc

Backswing ratio: 0.35

**Impact Spot**

Height on Face: 14.1 mm

Lie impact: 0.9 toe up
Launch-Dynamics

Launch

Shaft: 1.1° deloft
Eff. Loft: 1.9° pos.
(Putter Loft: 3.0°)

Pred. Launch: 2.4° up
Rise angle: 4.3° up
Pred. Spin: top

Face Rotation

End fwd. swing
Impact
Start fwd. swing

67% 66%

Rotation rate

44.5°/s closing

Impact Timing

Backswing time
Impact time
Fwd swing time

95%

643 ms
303 ms
860 ms

Impact Timing

0.35